
Heriot Community Council 
Minutes of Zoom meeting 15th December 2021 

Present: John Williams, Helen Brinkworth, Frank Connelly, Sue Sharp, Cllr Anderson, Cllr Scott, Rosemary 

Chambers (Coriolis), Sam McMillan (Coriolis), plus 2/3 members of the public.  

Apologies: Cllr Aitchison.  Cllr. Jardine 

 

Matters arising from Previous Meeting 

1. Septic tank on Heriot Way  - no formal update 

2. CC Bank Account:  Little progress had been made due to confused messaging from RBS, FC spoken 

with the bank and reported that part of the problem arose from different RBS centres 

corresponding on the same issue.  RBS now need JW and GW to go to a branch to provide 

identification.   

The minutes were agreed 

3. Greystone Knowe.   

a. Short presentation was given by Coriolis, giving background to the company and the 

development.   Turbine access to the site would be via city bypass and along the A7.  The 

current timescale is for a decision to be made by 2023, with construction in 2025.   

Community benefits would be £5k per MW, yielding £280-350k pa. for the affected 

communities.  The application can be viewed online at the ECU website, search for 

‘Greystone Knowe’ 

(direct link: https://www.energyconsents.scot/ApplicationDetails.aspx?cr=ECU00003341 ).   

 

Coriolis then responded to questions: 

i. The presentation mentioned using local suppliers, which could be the Galashiels 

area, or Scotland-wide.  Relevant industries would be those supplying plant and 

machinery, construction and labour.  

ii. The community benefit structure was questioned as £5k/MW (constructed 

capacity) is an old figure.  But, electricity prices have risen massively, so there was a 

question of why benefits haven’t risen proportionately?   Coriolis could not offer 

any explanation, beyond pointing out that the scheme is voluntary and follows 

Scottish government recommendations.   

iii. Coriolis would not commit to the number of community council areas that would 

benefit from the community fund, but indicated that it would be limited to areas 

within 10km of the development site.  HCC to ask for confirmation of funds that 

HCC could expect to receive. 

iv. The possibility of free electricity was raised, such as a voucher system so there is a 

direct benefit to local people.  In response Coriolis cited examples of electricity 

discounts for households affected by windfarms. 

https://www.energyconsents.scot/ApplicationDetails.aspx?cr=ECU00003341


v. The closest property in Heriot to the development would be approximately 1km 

away (Turbine 12 to Wester Corsehope/Corsehope Farm)[note: these details added 

in after the meeting as Coriolis did not provide an answer at the meeting].  A 

residential amenity survey (RAA) has been carried out on all properties within 

2.5km, and is accessible in part of the EIA Volume 2 

vi. It was reported that there had been very few visitors to the hall exhibition and 

none that afternoon at all.  This was blamed on the very short notice of the 

exhibition.   The CC agreed that the exhibition was totally inadequate.  Complaints 

included:  No site map, no indication of sound impact/noise contours on 

properties, relevant photomontages not included, superficial general information, 

inadequate photomontages (particularly night images), photomontages that 

appear to be incorrect.  It was strongly suggested that the exhibition be rerun with 

more boards and more detailed information.  The CC offered to provide assistance 

with what would be required and expected.  

vii. SBC stipulates that the upper day time noise limits should be 35dB, (although the 

ETSU-R-97 guidance suggests higher levels could be appropriate in certain 

circumstances. However this application requests to raise the upper noise limits to 

37dB [note: this represents a 25% increase in volume].   Even so that limit will be 

exceeded at two properties.   The fact that mitigation measures that reduce 

generated output will need to be implemented in certain windspeeds, it was 

suggested, shows that there is a fundamental flaw in the project – too large 

turbines in too small an area too close to residential properties.   Furthermore, if 

the noise exceeds the allowed limit, which has occured in some schemes, there are 

always serious problems securing any reasonable enforcement.   JW requested the 

raw noise data from Coriolis – would like them to do it voluntarily, but reporters 

insist on it.   Rosemary did not commit to this request. 

[GW and Coriolis left the meeting at 7:45] 

4. Police Reports – Cllr Scott indicated that there is not much of relevance to Heriot.     The Rural 

Crime Initiative is ongoing: Cllr Scott to send some dates for a possible meeting.     Sue Sharp to 

contact him with some names and emails of farmers who may wish to engage with the process. 

 

5. Storm Arwen damage – some residents had no power for 7 days causing extreme inconvenience.  

Biggest issue was poor communications from Scottish Power.  Repetition of the standard, but 

inaccurate  “power will be restored tomorrow” recorded message was positively misleading and 

made it impossible to plan effectively.    Text messages kept being received even after power was 

back on. 

The knock-on effects of extended power cuts causing loss of broadband and mobile phone 

coverage were considerable and potentially dangerous.    

Cllr Scott to find out if SBC are taking this up with the power companies.   Mobile masts have 

generators – why were they not in use? 

 

6. Wull Muir – due to Covid, a virtual exhibition is available now prior to a planning application being 

submitted in January. https://www.energiekontor.co.uk/our-projects/wull-muir 

https://www.energiekontor.co.uk/our-projects/wull-muir


7. Roads – yet another car came off the road near the telephone exchange in the days just before the 

meeting.   Cllr Scott confirmed that the technical aspects of those bends are satisfactory (markings, 

signage, camber etc)  and that the anti-skid treatment used in the past breaks up.   Chair confirmed 

the need to slow the traffic down.  Chevrons on the road were requested.  

The lack of gritting of the Gilston Road (B6368) was raised and is of considerable concern, 

particularly when that road is used as a diversion, as was the case in recent cold conditions.   

Appreciated the response from Keith Miller.  

 

8.  Playpark – John Lamon MP has written to Network Rail.   No response.  

 

9. Underpass – meeting with SBC (John Curry) on 7.1.22.   JW to attend – others welcome.  HB to try 

to join. 

10. Community Funds – Headstones in Churchyard: stone mason has been confirmed and we are on his 

list.    Bus shelters – c/f to next meeting.    Christmas tree is in position and lit with new, battery 

powered lights as connecting to mains was too bureaucratic.   HCC funds for tree, windfarm small 

grant for lights.   Windfarm grant also provided for Christmas decorations for Macfie Hall.  

 

11. AOB – The poor condition of the track between Heriot village and Shoestanes Farm was raised by a 

resident on the route.     Damage has been caused by heavy vehicles going to and from the two 

farms accessed by the track (the intended purpose of that route.)      As the track is not adopted, 

SBC has no responsibility for its maintenance.     The relevant farmers including SS will meet to 

assess the damage and try to come up with a solution.   It may be that a windfarm grant application 

could be made as there are several dwellings that could benefit.   

Possible dates for 2022 HCC meetings:   Wednesday evenings, in MacFie Hall on 

• January 26 

• April 13 

• June 8 

• August 10 

• October 12 

• November 30 

Cllr Scott advised dates with Galashiels CC to avoid clash.  

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

 


